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Xilinx ISE EDA.  Xilinx ISE EDA.  The Xilinx The Xilinx Integrated SynthesisIntegrated Synthesis
EnvironmentEnvironment (ISE) is a suite of(ISE) is a suite of
electronic design automationelectronic design automation
(EDA) tools for the synthesis of(EDA) tools for the synthesis of
embedded system applicationsembedded system applications
in the FPGA from the Verilog HDL.in the FPGA from the Verilog HDL.

Xilinx ISE WebPACK is a limitedXilinx ISE WebPACK is a limited
version suitable for initial use.  version suitable for initial use.  
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Xilinx ISE EDAXilinx ISE EDA
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Xilinx ISE EDA.  Xilinx ISE EDA.  The The Device Utilization SummaryDevice Utilization Summary window window 
gives the logic utilization and distribution for the project gives the logic utilization and distribution for the project 
synthesis.synthesis.
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Xilinx ISE EDA.  Xilinx ISE EDA.  The logic utilization is given as the The logic utilization is given as the 
number used and the percentage of the total available number used and the percentage of the total available 
sliceslice
flip flopsflip flops
and 4and 4--inputinput
look uplook up
tablestables
(LUT) of(LUT) of
the specificthe specific
SpartanSpartan--3E3E
FPGA. FPGA. 
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Xilinx ISE EDA.  Xilinx ISE EDA.  The logic distribution is given as the The logic distribution is given as the 
number used and the percentage of the total available number used and the percentage of the total available 
slicesslices andand
reported asreported as
thosethose
containingcontaining
related andrelated and
unrelatedunrelated
logic. logic. 
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Xilinx ISE EDA.  Xilinx ISE EDA.  The number of 4The number of 4--input input LUTsLUTs are are 
reported as those used for logic, reported as those used for logic, routeroute--throughthrough and and inputinput--
outputoutput
blocksblocks
(IOB).(IOB).
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  The Xilinx CORE The Xilinx CORE 
Generator System provides an optimized set of Generator System provides an optimized set of building building 
blocksblocks for common and specialized functions that facilitate for common and specialized functions that facilitate 
embedded system design in Verilog using programmable embedded system design in Verilog using programmable 
gate arrays. gate arrays. 

The CORE Generator System provides access to the The CORE Generator System provides access to the 
Xilinx LogiCOREXilinx LogiCORE™™ intellectual property (IP) products and intellectual property (IP) products and 
products from products from thirdthird--partyparty IP developers.IP developers.
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  ProjectProject……New SourceNew Source
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  IP (IP (CoregenCoregen & Architecture & Architecture 
Wizard) Wizard) (Figure 2.27)(Figure 2.27)
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Select IP Select IP (Figure 2.28)(Figure 2.28)
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  SummarySummary (Figure 2.29)(Figure 2.29)
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Divider GeneratorDivider Generator (Figure (Figure 
2.30) 2.30) 
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  The template file (The template file (..veoveo) ) 
must be inserted into the top module of the Verilog must be inserted into the top module of the Verilog 
project.project.

Listing 2.1  Listing 2.1  LogiCORE instantiation template file  LogiCORE instantiation template file  binbcdcddivider.veobinbcdcddivider.veo

// The following must be inserted into your Verilog file for thi// The following must be inserted into your Verilog file for thiss
// core to be instantiated. Change the instance name and port co// core to be instantiated. Change the instance name and port connectionsnnections
// (in parentheses) to your own signal names.// (in parentheses) to your own signal names.
////---------------------- Begin Cut here for INSTANTIATION Template Begin Cut here for INSTANTIATION Template ------// INST_TAG// INST_TAG
binbcddividerbinbcddivider YourInstanceNameYourInstanceName ((

..clk(clkclk(clk),),

..ce(cece(ce),),

..dividend(dividenddividend(dividend),),

..divisor(divisordivisor(divisor),),

.quotient(quotient),.quotient(quotient),

..remainderremainder((remainderremainder),),

..rfdrfd((rfdrfd));));
// INST_TAG_END // INST_TAG_END ------------ End INSTANTIATION Template End INSTANTIATION Template ------------------
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator Xilinx LogiCORE Generator 

Listing 2.2  Listing 2.2  LogiCORE pipelined divider verification top module  LogiCORE pipelined divider verification top module  binBCD.vbinBCD.v

module module binBCDbinBCD (input CCLK, BTN0, BTN1, BTN2, BTN3, SW0, SW1, SW2, (input CCLK, BTN0, BTN1, BTN2, BTN3, SW0, SW1, SW2, 
SW3, output LD0, LD1, LD2, LD3, LD4, LD5, LD6, LD7, SW3, output LD0, LD1, LD2, LD3, LD4, LD5, LD6, LD7, 
LCDRS, LCDRW, LCDE, output [3:0] LCDDAT);LCDRS, LCDRW, LCDE, output [3:0] LCDDAT);

wire [7:0] wire [7:0] lcddatinlcddatin;;
wire [3:0] lcdd;wire [3:0] lcdd;
wire wire rslcdrslcd, , rwlcdrwlcd, , elcdelcd;;
wire [7:0] wire [7:0] bindatabindata, , databindatabin, divisor, dividend;, divisor, dividend;
wire [7:0] quotient, remainder;wire [7:0] quotient, remainder;
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Listing 2.2Listing 2.2

assign LCDDAT[3] = lcdd[3];assign LCDDAT[3] = lcdd[3];
assign LCDDAT[2] = lcdd[2];assign LCDDAT[2] = lcdd[2];
assign LCDDAT[1] = lcdd[1];assign LCDDAT[1] = lcdd[1];
assign LCDDAT[0] = lcdd[0];assign LCDDAT[0] = lcdd[0];
assign LCDRS = assign LCDRS = rslcdrslcd;;
assign LCDRW = assign LCDRW = rwlcdrwlcd;;
assign LCDE = assign LCDE = elcdelcd;;
assign LD7 = bindata[7];assign LD7 = bindata[7];
assign LD6 = bindata[6];assign LD6 = bindata[6];
assign LD5 = bindata[5];assign LD5 = bindata[5];
assign LD4 = bindata[4];assign LD4 = bindata[4];
assign LD3 = bindata[3];assign LD3 = bindata[3];
assign LD2 = bindata[2];assign LD2 = bindata[2];
assign LD1 = bindata[1];assign LD1 = bindata[1];
assign LD0 = bindata[0];assign LD0 = bindata[0];
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Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Xilinx LogiCORE Generator.  Listing 2.2Listing 2.2

lcd M0 (CCLK, resetlcd, clearlcd, homelcd, datalcd, addrlcd, lcdlcd M0 (CCLK, resetlcd, clearlcd, homelcd, datalcd, addrlcd, lcdreset, reset, 
lcdclear, lcdhome, lcddata, lcdaddr, rslcd, rwlcd, elcd, lcdd, lcdclear, lcdhome, lcddata, lcdaddr, rslcd, rwlcd, elcd, lcdd, 
lcddatin, initlcd);lcddatin, initlcd);

binbcddividerbinbcddivider M1 (.M1 (.clkclk(CCLK), .ce(ce), .(CCLK), .ce(ce), .dividenddividend((dividenddividend), .), .divisordivisor((divisordivisor), ), 
.quotient(quotient), ..quotient(quotient), .remainderremainder((remainderremainder), .), .rfdrfd((rfdrfd));));

genlcdgenlcd M2 (CCLK, BTN0, BTN1, BTN2, BTN3, SW0, SW1, SW2, SW3, M2 (CCLK, BTN0, BTN1, BTN2, BTN3, SW0, SW1, SW2, SW3, 
bindatabindata, ce, , ce, rfdrfd, , dividenddividend, , divisordivisor, quotient, , quotient, remainderremainder, , 
resetlcdresetlcd, , clearlcdclearlcd, , homelcdhomelcd, , datalcddatalcd, , addrlcdaddrlcd, , initlcdinitlcd, , 
lcdresetlcdreset, , lcdclearlcdclear, , lcdhomelcdhome, , lcddatalcddata, , lcdaddrlcdaddr, , lcddatinlcddatin);                   );                   

endmoduleendmodule

The Design Utilization Summary for the top module The Design Utilization Summary for the top module 
binBCD.vbinBCD.v for the LogiCORE pipelined divider shows the for the LogiCORE pipelined divider shows the 
use of 279 slice flipuse of 279 slice flip--flops (2%), 631 4flops (2%), 631 4--input input LUTsLUTs (6%), (6%), 
414 occupied slices (8%) and a total of 7397 equivalent 414 occupied slices (8%) and a total of 7397 equivalent 
gates in the XC3S500E Spartangates in the XC3S500E Spartan--3E FPGA synthesis.3E FPGA synthesis.
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  The conversion of a The conversion of a 
binary number to a BCD representation is prevalent in binary number to a BCD representation is prevalent in 
embedded design application.  The Xilinx XST Verilog embedded design application.  The Xilinx XST Verilog 
HDL compiler only supports division ( / ) by signed HDL compiler only supports division ( / ) by signed 
powerspowers--ofof--two (two (±± 2n) so a direct conversion by dividing by 2n) so a direct conversion by dividing by 
powerspowers--ofof--ten (10n) is not possible.ten (10n) is not possible.

The LogiCORE pipeline dividerThe LogiCORE pipeline divider
is a general solution that operatesis a general solution that operates
on any divisor and can produceon any divisor and can produce
its result in one clock cycle.  Theits result in one clock cycle.  The
FPGA resource allocation can beFPGA resource allocation can be
reduced if 2, 4 or 8 clock cyclesreduced if 2, 4 or 8 clock cycles
are specified for the pipelinedare specified for the pipelined
divider.divider.
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  However, embedded However, embedded 
design in the Verilog HDL often requires a reasonable design in the Verilog HDL often requires a reasonable 
search for alternative structures that either may require search for alternative structures that either may require 
less FPGA resources or present other desirable properties less FPGA resources or present other desirable properties 
such as the data throughput rate.such as the data throughput rate.

A modular design for an ISE project implies that other A modular design for an ISE project implies that other 
algorithms can be convenient inserted and synthesized.algorithms can be convenient inserted and synthesized.

The first alternative is the behavioral model in the Verilog The first alternative is the behavioral model in the Verilog 
HDL for binary to BCD conversion by HDL for binary to BCD conversion by iterative subtractioniterative subtraction..
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Implementation Comparison Implementation Comparison 

Listing 2.3  Listing 2.3  Iterative subtraction module for binary to BCD conversion  Iterative subtraction module for binary to BCD conversion  
iterative.viterative.v

module module iterativediviterativediv (input (input davdav, input [7:0] , input [7:0] bindatabindata, output reg [3:0] , output reg [3:0] msdigitmsdigit, , 
output reg [3:0] output reg [3:0] middigitmiddigit, output reg [3:0] , output reg [3:0] lsdigitlsdigit, , 
output reg output reg dataavdataav););

reg [7:0] value;reg [7:0] value;
integer i;integer i;
always@(posedgealways@(posedge davdav))

beginbegin
dataavdataav = 0;= 0;
value = value = bindatabindata;;
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  Listing 2.3Listing 2.3

msdigitmsdigit = 0;= 0; // most significant digit// most significant digit
for (i = 1; i <= 9; i = i + 1)for (i = 1; i <= 9; i = i + 1)

beginbegin
if (value >= 100)if (value >= 100)

beginbegin
msdigitmsdigit = = msdigitmsdigit + 1;+ 1;
value = value = valuevalue –– 100;100;

endend
endend

middigitmiddigit = 0;= 0; // middle digit// middle digit
for (i = 1; i <= 9; i = i + 1)for (i = 1; i <= 9; i = i + 1)

beginbegin
if (value >= 10)if (value >= 10)

beginbegin
middigitmiddigit = = middigitmiddigit + 1;+ 1;
value = value = valuevalue –– 10;10;

endend
endend
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  Listing 2.3Listing 2.3

lsdigitlsdigit=value[3:0];=value[3:0];
dataavdataav = 1;= 1;

endend
endmoduleendmodule

The Design Utilization Summary for the top module The Design Utilization Summary for the top module 
binBCDiter.vbinBCDiter.v for the iterative subtraction algorithm for for the iterative subtraction algorithm for 
binary to BCD conversion shows the use of 115 slice flipbinary to BCD conversion shows the use of 115 slice flip--
flops (1%), 574 4flops (1%), 574 4--input input LUTsLUTs (6%), 338 occupied slices (6%), 338 occupied slices 
(7%) and a total of 4739 equivalent gates in the (7%) and a total of 4739 equivalent gates in the 
XC3S500E SpartanXC3S500E Spartan--3E FPGA synthesis.3E FPGA synthesis.

This FPGA resource utilization is less than half that of the This FPGA resource utilization is less than half that of the 
top module top module binBCD.vbinBCD.v for the LogiCORE pipeline divider for the LogiCORE pipeline divider 
that accommodates any divisor.that accommodates any divisor.
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  The second alternative for The second alternative for 
binary to BCD conversion in the Verilog HDL is the binary to BCD conversion in the Verilog HDL is the shiftshift--
andand--addadd--33 behavioral model.behavioral model.

The shiftThe shift--andand--addadd--3 Verilog module for binary to BCD 3 Verilog module for binary to BCD 
conversion conversion shiftadd3.vshiftadd3.v is itself a top module for the is itself a top module for the 
behavioral modulebehavioral module shiftadd.vshiftadd.v, which illustrates the concept , which illustrates the concept 
of a hierarchical structure of nested modules.of a hierarchical structure of nested modules.

The The shiftadd.vshiftadd.v datapath module is event driven on change datapath module is event driven on change 
in the input signal in the input signal indataindata..
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Implementation Comparison Implementation Comparison 

Listing 2.4  Listing 2.4  ShiftShift--andand--addadd--3 module for binary to BCD conversion  shiftadd3.v3 module for binary to BCD conversion  shiftadd3.v

module shiftadd3 (input [7:0] module shiftadd3 (input [7:0] bindatabindata, output [3:0] , output [3:0] msdigitmsdigit, output [3:0] , output [3:0] 
middigitmiddigit, output [3:0] , output [3:0] lsdigitlsdigit););

wire [3:0] result1, result2, result3, result4, result5;wire [3:0] result1, result2, result3, result4, result5;
wire [3:0] result6, result7;wire [3:0] result6, result7;
wire [3:0] value1, value2, value3, value4, value5; wire [3:0] value1, value2, value3, value4, value5; 
wire [3:0] value6, value7;wire [3:0] value6, value7;

assign value1 = {1'b0, bindata[7:5]};assign value1 = {1'b0, bindata[7:5]};
assign value2 = {result1[2:0], bindata[4]};assign value2 = {result1[2:0], bindata[4]};
assign value3 = {result2[2:0], bindata[3]};assign value3 = {result2[2:0], bindata[3]};
assign value4 = {result3[2:0], bindata[2]};assign value4 = {result3[2:0], bindata[2]};
assign value5 = {result4[2:0], bindata[1]};assign value5 = {result4[2:0], bindata[1]};
assign value6 = {1'b0,result1[3], result2[3], result3[3]};assign value6 = {1'b0,result1[3], result2[3], result3[3]};
assign value7 = {result6[2:0], result4[3]};assign value7 = {result6[2:0], result4[3]};
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  Listing 2.4Listing 2.4

shiftaddshiftadd M1 (value1, result1);M1 (value1, result1);
shiftaddshiftadd M2 (value2, result2);M2 (value2, result2);
shiftaddshiftadd M3 (value3, result3);M3 (value3, result3);
shiftaddshiftadd M4 (value4, result4);M4 (value4, result4);
shiftaddshiftadd M5 (value5, result5);M5 (value5, result5);
shiftaddshiftadd M6 (value6, result6);M6 (value6, result6);
shiftaddshiftadd M7 (value7, result7);M7 (value7, result7);

assign msdigit[1:0] = {result6[3], result7[3]};assign msdigit[1:0] = {result6[3], result7[3]};
assign msdigit[3:2] = 0;assign msdigit[3:2] = 0;
assign assign middigitmiddigit = {result7[2:0], result5[3]};= {result7[2:0], result5[3]};
assign assign lsdigitlsdigit = {result5[2:0], bindata[0]};= {result5[2:0], bindata[0]};

endmoduleendmodule
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  Listing 2.4Listing 2.4

module module shiftadd(inputshiftadd(input [3:0] [3:0] indataindata, output reg [3:0] , output reg [3:0] outdataoutdata););

always@(indataalways@(indata))
case(indatacase(indata))

0:0: outdataoutdata = 0;= 0;
1:1: outdata = 1;outdata = 1;
2:2: outdata = 2;outdata = 2;
3:3: outdata = 3;outdata = 3;
4:4: outdata = 4;outdata = 4;
5:5: outdata = 8;outdata = 8;
6:6: outdata = 9;outdata = 9;
7:7: outdata = 10;outdata = 10;
8:8: outdata = 11;outdata = 11;
9:9: outdata = 12;outdata = 12;
default: outdata = 0;default: outdata = 0;

endcaseendcase
endmoduleendmodule
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Implementation Comparison.  Implementation Comparison.  The Design Utilization The Design Utilization 
Summary for the top module Summary for the top module binBCDshiftadd3.vbinBCDshiftadd3.v for the for the 
shiftshift--andand--addadd--3 algorithm for binary to BCD conversion 3 algorithm for binary to BCD conversion 
shows the use of  89 slice flipshows the use of  89 slice flip--flops (1%), 564 4flops (1%), 564 4--input input 
LUTsLUTs (6%), 310 occupied slices (6%) and a total of 4490 (6%), 310 occupied slices (6%) and a total of 4490 
equivalent gates in the XC3S500E Spartanequivalent gates in the XC3S500E Spartan--3E FPGA 3E FPGA 
synthesis.synthesis.
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Implementation Comparison. Implementation Comparison. This FPGA resource This FPGA resource 
utilization is approximately the same as that of the top utilization is approximately the same as that of the top 
module module binBCDiter.vbinBCDiter.v for the iterative subtraction algorithm for the iterative subtraction algorithm 
and less than half that of the top module and less than half that of the top module binBCD.vbinBCD.v for the for the 
LogiCORE pipeline divider for binary to BCD conversion. LogiCORE pipeline divider for binary to BCD conversion. 

The shiftThe shift--andand--addadd--3 algorithm produces its results for all 3 algorithm produces its results for all 
three BCD digits in one clock cycle, although it uses a three BCD digits in one clock cycle, although it uses a 
fixed scheme.fixed scheme.
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Implementation Comparison. Implementation Comparison. The last alternative binary The last alternative binary 
to BCD conversion is the to BCD conversion is the table looktable look--upup. . 

The block RAM of the SpartanThe block RAM of the Spartan--3E FPGA can be used for 3E FPGA can be used for 
the conversion of 8the conversion of 8--bit binary to three BCD digits (10 bits bit binary to three BCD digits (10 bits 
are required for the BCDare required for the BCD
digits) and only 256 digits) and only 256 ×× 10 =10 =
2560 bits would be2560 bits would be
required.required.
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Implementation Comparison. Implementation Comparison. The table lookThe table look--up concept up concept 
can also be used for other applications in embedded can also be used for other applications in embedded 
design such as the linearization of an analog transducer design such as the linearization of an analog transducer 
signal output after quantization. signal output after quantization. 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  The Xilinx ISE Simulator can provide The Xilinx ISE Simulator can provide 
behavioral and timing verification without hardware behavioral and timing verification without hardware 
synthesis and implementation to the FPGA.synthesis and implementation to the FPGA.

The elapsed time module for the SpartanThe elapsed time module for the Spartan--3E Starter 3E Starter 
Board Board elapsedtimes3e.velapsedtimes3e.v in the Xilinx ISE WebPACK in the Xilinx ISE WebPACK 
project project elapsedtime.iseelapsedtime.ise is used for the simulation. is used for the simulation. 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  ProjectProject……New SourceNew Source……Testbench Testbench 
WaveformWaveform (Figure 2.37) (Figure 2.37) 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Associate SourceAssociate Source (Figure 2.38)(Figure 2.38)
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Xilinx Simulator.Xilinx Simulator.
Initialize TimingInitialize Timing
(2.40)(2.40)
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Testbench Window Testbench Window (Figure 2.41)(Figure 2.41)
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Other than the clock signal Other than the clock signal clkclk, the 1, the 1--bit bit 
push button input stimuli are set manually by clicking on push button input stimuli are set manually by clicking on 
the bluethe blue
cell whichcell which
toggles thetoggles the
signal atsignal at
that point. that point. 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  The 2The 2--bit multiplexer signal bit multiplexer signal digitmuxdigitmux
can be set by expanding this bus signal and then clicking can be set by expanding this bus signal and then clicking 
on theon the
IndividualIndividual
signals ofsignals of
the bus.the bus.
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Xilinx Simulator. Xilinx Simulator. The 2The 2--bit multiplexer signal bit multiplexer signal digitmuxdigitmux
can also be set bycan also be set by
clicking on theclicking on the
bus signal whichbus signal which
opens theopens the
Pattern WizardPattern Wizard
(Figure 2.43) (Figure 2.43) 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Behavioral simulation of a Verilog HDL Behavioral simulation of a Verilog HDL 
embedded system design can be done on each module of embedded system design can be done on each module of 
an ISE project for verification of performance.an ISE project for verification of performance.

Note that only the input and output signals are displayed Note that only the input and output signals are displayed 
and that internal net and register variables are not and that internal net and register variables are not 
accessible.accessible.
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Simulation requires test data entered in Simulation requires test data entered in 
the waveform editor window.the waveform editor window.

This step is timeThis step is time--consuming and, unless the test data is consuming and, unless the test data is 
comprehensive, may not verify all possible conditions of comprehensive, may not verify all possible conditions of 
operation.operation.
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  The simulation of the The simulation of the elapsedtimes3e.v elapsedtimes3e.v 
module performs the same regardless of the clock module performs the same regardless of the clock 
frequency, although the ISE Simulator does include the frequency, although the ISE Simulator does include the 
input setup time and the output valid delay as a input setup time and the output valid delay as a 
parameter.parameter.

A characteristic ofA characteristic of
behavioral simulationbehavioral simulation
(also known as(also known as
PresynthesisPresynthesis
simulationsimulation) is that the) is that the
clock, gate and routingclock, gate and routing
propagation delayspropagation delays
are not included.  are not included.  
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Behavioral simulationBehavioral simulation demonstrates demonstrates 
that the Verilog HDL module functions as expected that the Verilog HDL module functions as expected 
although the actual performance can only be verified after although the actual performance can only be verified after 
the embedded system design is synthesized to the FPGA. the embedded system design is synthesized to the FPGA. 
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Xilinx Simulator.  Xilinx Simulator.  Timing simulationTiming simulation (also know as (also know as 
postsynthesis simulationpostsynthesis simulation) utilizes signal propagation ) utilizes signal propagation 
information that is available after the information that is available after the Implement Implement 
DesignDesign……Place & RoutePlace & Route process from the process from the 
SourcesSources……Synthesis/Implementation Synthesis/Implementation of the ISE Project of the ISE Project 
Navigator is executed. Navigator is executed. 
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Xilinx Architecture Wizard.  Xilinx Architecture Wizard.  The Xilinx Architecture The Xilinx Architecture 
Wizard (XAW) is an advanced software electronic design Wizard (XAW) is an advanced software electronic design 
automation (EDA) tool that augments other Verilog HDL automation (EDA) tool that augments other Verilog HDL 
module creation tools such as the Xilinx CORE Generator. module creation tools such as the Xilinx CORE Generator. 

The only Architecture Wizard currently available for the The only Architecture Wizard currently available for the 
SpartanSpartan--3E FPGA is the Digital Clock Manager (DCM), 3E FPGA is the Digital Clock Manager (DCM), 
which provides flexibility in the selection and generation of which provides flexibility in the selection and generation of 
synchronous clocks in an embedded system design in an synchronous clocks in an embedded system design in an 
FPGA.   FPGA.   
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The Architecture Wizard is a convenient way The Architecture Wizard is a convenient way 
to customize the relatively complex parameters and to to customize the relatively complex parameters and to 
precisely define the operation of the DCM.precisely define the operation of the DCM.

A block definition file (A block definition file (name.xawname.xaw) is produced which can ) is produced which can 
be translated to a Verilog HDL description and an be translated to a Verilog HDL description and an 
instantiation template.instantiation template.

The DCM Architecture Wizard hasThe DCM Architecture Wizard has
design rule checks to insure that thedesign rule checks to insure that the
combination of parameters specifiedcombination of parameters specified
results in a valid configuration of theresults in a valid configuration of the
DCM. DCM. 
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The Architecture Wizard is accessible from The Architecture Wizard is accessible from 
the the ProjectProject……New SourceNew Source menu command, which opens menu command, which opens 
New Source Wizard New Source Wizard –– Select Source Type Select Source Type window.  window.  
Select Select IP (IP (CoregenCoregen & Architecture Wizard)& Architecture Wizard) and enter the and enter the 
file name and project location for the Architecturefile name and project location for the Architecture
WizardWizard
Verilog HDL.Verilog HDL.
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The Architecture Wizard is accessible from The Architecture Wizard is accessible from 
the the ProjectProject……New SourceNew Source menu command, which opens menu command, which opens 
New Source Wizard New Source Wizard –– Select Source Type Select Source Type window.  window.  
Select Select IP (IP (CoregenCoregen & Architecture Wizard)& Architecture Wizard) and enter the and enter the 
file name and project location for thefile name and project location for the
ArchitectureArchitecture
WizardWizard
Verilog HDL.Verilog HDL.
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  TheThe New Source Wizard New Source Wizard –– Select IPSelect IP window window 
has the has the FPGA Features and DesignFPGA Features and Design……ClockingClocking……SpartanSpartan--
3E, Spartan3E, Spartan--3A 3A directory folder which shows the five DCM directory folder which shows the five DCM 
Architecture Wizard products that are available.Architecture Wizard products that are available.
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The The Xilinx Clocking Wizard Xilinx Clocking Wizard –– General SetupGeneral Setup
window specifies a resetwindow specifies a reset
(RST), a clock output(RST), a clock output
(CLKO), synthesized clock(CLKO), synthesized clock
Output (CLKFX), aOutput (CLKFX), a
delayeddelayed--locked looplocked loop
(DLL) (DLL) locklock--inin signalsignal
(LOCKED) and the(LOCKED) and the
external input clockexternal input clock
Frequency (50 MHz). Frequency (50 MHz). 
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The default values of no phase shift (The default values of no phase shift (NONENONE) ) 
and an internal feedbackand an internal feedback
source with a multiply by 1source with a multiply by 1
(X1) feedback value is(X1) feedback value is
used.used.
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  TheThe Xilinx Clocking Wizard Xilinx Clocking Wizard –– Clock Clock 
Frequency SynthesizerFrequency Synthesizer
window specifies that thewindow specifies that the
DCM frequencyDCM frequency
synthesizer uses a clocksynthesizer uses a clock
Input frequency ofInput frequency of
50 MHz and a multiplier50 MHz and a multiplier
(M) And divider (D) of(M) And divider (D) of
5 and 3 to produce an5 and 3 to produce an
output frequency ofoutput frequency of
50 MHz 50 MHz ×× 5 / 3 = 5 / 3 = 
83.333 MHz.  83.333 MHz.  
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XAW DCM.  XAW DCM.  The instantiation template file (The instantiation template file (..tiftif) must be ) must be 
placed into the top module of the project and the placed into the top module of the project and the 
connection by position variable names (within the connection by position variable names (within the 
parentheses) must be changed to those in use.parentheses) must be changed to those in use.

Listing 2.8 Listing 2.8 Xilinx DCM Architecture Wizard Verilog HDL instantiation Xilinx DCM Architecture Wizard Verilog HDL instantiation 
template file dacs3edcm.tiftemplate file dacs3edcm.tif

// Instantiate the module// Instantiate the module
dacse3dcm dacse3dcm instance_nameinstance_name ((

.CLKIN_IN(CLKIN_IN), .CLKIN_IN(CLKIN_IN), 

.RST_IN(RST_IN), .RST_IN(RST_IN), 

.CLKFX_OUT(CLKFX_OUT), .CLKFX_OUT(CLKFX_OUT), 

.CLKIN_IBUFG_OUT(CLKIN_IBUFG_OUT), .CLKIN_IBUFG_OUT(CLKIN_IBUFG_OUT), 

.CLK0_OUT(CLK0_OUT), .CLK0_OUT(CLK0_OUT), 

.LOCKED_OUT(LOCKED_OUT).LOCKED_OUT(LOCKED_OUT)
););
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Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  The LogiCORE blocks The LogiCORE blocks 
facilitate embedded design in the Verilog HDL using the facilitate embedded design in the Verilog HDL using the 
programmable gate array. These structural LogiCORE programmable gate array. These structural LogiCORE 
blocks are optimized for either speed of execution (blocks are optimized for either speed of execution (clock clock 
cyclescycles or or latencylatency) or resource allocation (number and ) or resource allocation (number and 
types of components or area).types of components or area).

Several of the LogiCORE productsSeveral of the LogiCORE products
for the Spartanfor the Spartan--3E FPGA are freely3E FPGA are freely
available within the Xilinxavailable within the Xilinx
WebPACK ISE.WebPACK ISE.
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Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  The LogiCORE basic element, The LogiCORE basic element, 
memory, multiplexer and register blocks for the Spartanmemory, multiplexer and register blocks for the Spartan--
3E FPGA provides comparators, counters, encoders and 3E FPGA provides comparators, counters, encoders and 
decoders, format conversions, logic gate and buffers, decoders, format conversions, logic gate and buffers, 
memory elements, multiplexers, registers, shifters, and memory elements, multiplexers, registers, shifters, and 
pipelines.pipelines.
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Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  The LogiCORE basic The LogiCORE basic 
communications and networking blocks for the Spartancommunications and networking blocks for the Spartan--3E 3E 
FPGA provides encoders, decoders, Ethernet Media FPGA provides encoders, decoders, Ethernet Media 
Access Control (MAC), direct digital synthesizer (DDS) Access Control (MAC), direct digital synthesizer (DDS) 
and an interweaver and deand an interweaver and de--interweaver.interweaver.
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Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.  The LogiCORE digital signal The LogiCORE digital signal 
processing (DSP) and clocking blocks for the Spartanprocessing (DSP) and clocking blocks for the Spartan--3E 3E 
FPGA provide several FIR digital filters, a multiply FPGA provide several FIR digital filters, a multiply 
accumulator, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the accumulator, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the 
Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) andCoordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) and
sinesine--cosinecosine
looklook--up tables.up tables.
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Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks.Xilinx LogiCORE Blocks. The LogiCORE math The LogiCORE math 
functions, firstfunctions, first--inin--firstfirst--out (FIFO) and memory interface out (FIFO) and memory interface 
generator blocks for the  Spartangenerator blocks for the  Spartan--3E FPGA provides an 3E FPGA provides an 
accumulator, adder/subtracter, dividers, floatingaccumulator, adder/subtracter, dividers, floating--point point 
operations, multipliers, memory generators and packet operations, multipliers, memory generators and packet 
and FIFOand FIFO
buffers.buffers.
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  The hardware The hardware 
synthesis of an embedded system application in a synthesis of an embedded system application in a 
programmable gate array is subject to constraints which programmable gate array is subject to constraints which 
can generate implementation warnings and errors. can generate implementation warnings and errors. 
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  The User Constraints The User Constraints 
File (UCF) not only assures that the input and output File (UCF) not only assures that the input and output 
signals are routed to the proper pins of the FPGA but can signals are routed to the proper pins of the FPGA but can 
include implementation and timing considerations. include implementation and timing considerations. 
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  The User Constraints The User Constraints 
File (UCF) not only assures that the input and output File (UCF) not only assures that the input and output 
signals are routed to the proper pins of the FPGA but can signals are routed to the proper pins of the FPGA but can 
include implementation and timing considerations. include implementation and timing considerations. 
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis. Warning and Errors in Synthesis. Although nonAlthough non--fatal, fatal, 
warnings indicate design changes that are made warnings indicate design changes that are made 
autonomously during the implementation process. autonomously during the implementation process. 
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  These warnings These warnings 
include signals that are inadvertently not used and other include signals that are inadvertently not used and other 
design implementation descriptions. design implementation descriptions. 
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Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Warning and Errors in Synthesis.  Error messages Error messages 
generated are fatal and interrupt the hardware synthesis generated are fatal and interrupt the hardware synthesis 
of an embedded design in a programmable gate array. of an embedded design in a programmable gate array. 

Errors can occur for a variety of minor and severe causes. Errors can occur for a variety of minor and severe causes. 
One minor cause of an error message is an active One minor cause of an error message is an active 
((uncommenteduncommented) port in the User Constraints File (UCF). ) port in the User Constraints File (UCF). 

One severe error message occursOne severe error message occurs
when timing constraints are not metwhen timing constraints are not met
in an implementation because ofin an implementation because of
path delays in a designpath delays in a design..
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